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Does your basketball association and the clubs within struggle to keep players, coaches, 

parents & supporters up to date with important information? 
 

Do your clubs want to reduce time spent on administration and have more time for personal 

development, and social activities? 
 

Community2Go helps solve these problems by making communication easy, so those that 

have information can easily pass it to those that need it - clubs, coaches, players, parents 

& supporters.  

 

 
 

 

 
 

Community2Go is a powerful communication tool for Basketball Associations and their 

communities, allowing clubs and associations to focus on player and coach development. 

Through Community2Go, the basketball community is able to access often sought 

information via a simple menu, as well as receive push notifications directly from the 

association, clubs and their team.  Community2Go is about making administration easy. 

 

 

 

 

Personalised Menu 
Community2Go allows for personalisation enabling 

associations to maintain and build their image, using 

their own logos and colours.  Users easily access 

information they need via the simple menu.  

Association and club committees can notify players, 

parents and the wider community with real time push 

notifications. 

 
Advertising Framework with Sponsor ads 
Integrated into Community2Go is an advertising 

framework. Your association may wish to advertise 

clubs, sponsors, or upcoming events. The ad displays 

an image and/or text and contains a hyperlink to an 

internet accessible website that redirects the user 

when clicked.
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Real Time push notifications 
Members receive real time push notifications to their 

smartphones and tablets through Community2Go. The 

association can have any number of notification 

services dependent upon who authors the 

announcement, anyone that has subscribed for that 

topic will receive a notification on their device. The 

announcement could be news as entered on a website, 

social network sites including Facebook and Twitter, 

or you can utilise the secure 

https://www.communitytogo.com.au site to enter 

announcements. Announcements are then listed in a 

clickable list in the app, providing more detail. Key 

information can easily be communicated such as 

training information, social functions and score 

updates as well as any last minute changes. 

 

 

Often sought documents 
Documents such as player, coach and parent policies 

can be made available, along with documents like the 

latest newsletter, canteen menu, calendar of events, 

club merchandise and committee meeting 

information. These can be stored either on the clubs 

own website or the secure 

http://www.communitytogo.com.au website can be 

used to securely host this information. 

 

Newsletters 
Associations are able to publish the current and also 

the archived Newsletters for players, parents and other 

community members to have quick and easy access.  

By publishing the Newsletter through 

Community2Go, clubs can reduce printing costs, as 

well as remove the need to constantly manage 

distribution lists. 

 

 

Domestic, WABL & SBL Fixtures  
Community2Go exposes fixtures from SportingPulse, 

making it easy for players, parents and members to 

answer very common questions – “Who do we play 

this week, where and at what time?”
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Club Information 
Clubs within associations have a sub-menu where 

they can publish Club information including 

Announcements, Newsletters, Calendars and Events, 

Notifications, Contacts, and Websites. 

 

Registration, Merchandise and Calendars 
Any web based application can be exposed as a menu 

item, thus providing a consolidated point for getting 

access to all online tools and services including 

registration at club and/or association level, club and 

association merchandise and calendars. 
 

Club Contacts 
Clubs can create a list of Key Contacts such as 

President, Coaches, Property Manager, etc 
 

 

Email, Call, SMS 
Basketball associations and clubs can use the app for easy 

communication with players, parents and coaches via 

phone, email and text. Email addresses, phone numbers and 

sms numbers are pre-programmed into the app along with a 

default message, so community members no longer have to 

look up the number or email address.  

 

Mapping with Location Service 
Community2Go displays a list of stadiums and will 

automatically provide directions from where they currently 

are to their destination. 

 

Protected Screens 
Some screens can be protected so that they can’t be 

accessed unless a registered username and password is 

entered. 

 

 

Key Association Contacts 
Display a list of key contacts that, when selected open the 

phone or tablet’s email application with a defaulted 

message and “To” email address. 

 

The Key Contacts main menu item can have sub-menus 

where each team is listed with the ability to scroll down to 

a number of contacts within each team, for example, 

Coach, and Manager.  

 

Interactive Screens 
 
Interactive options such as Quizzes, a Timer and Notes-

taker can be made available to aid coaches and help junior 

players.
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Bevo International Coaching 
 

 

 

 
 

Rob Beveridge is an internationally recognised Basketball 

coach with over 20 years professional coaching experience.  

Most recently, Rob was the Head Coach of the Perth 

Wildcats in the National Basketball League (NBL). Rob is 

passionate about junior development, coaching and 

mentoring. 

 

Bevo’s Blog 
Through Bevo’s Blog, Rob will provide advice, direction 

and commentary on all things basketball. 

 

A blog entry example –  
“As most of you would be aware, shooting the ball 

is one of the most important parts of the game of 

basketball and over the many years of being 

involved in Coaching at all levels, in recent times I 

have seen a MAJOR decrease in shooting ability 

at all levels.  In particular, I know from first hand 

experience with the Wildcats that that was our 

achilles heel and perhaps ultimately (besides 

injury) that shooting has cost us winning 

Championships.” 

Rob Beveridge 

 

Content 
Rob has an enormous amount of digital content that he has 

developed into his own intellectual property that can be 

accessed through CommunityToGo to provide players, 

parents, coaches, clubs and associations with programs and 

access to world-leading material. 

 

Rob is passionate about coaching and mentoring. 

 

“The sessions that I want to conduct are all about 

SHOOTING TECHNIQUE, FOOTWORK FOR 

SHOOTING AND REPETITION. The sessions are 

not about individual skill development) and is 

about teaching our kids the proper technique of 

shooting before it is too late to change.” 

Rob Beveridge 

 

Registration for Clinics 
Specialty clinics will be conducted and links to registration 

will be available through Community2Go. 

Members of the association will have exclusive access to 

Bevo International Coaching, working with local coaches 

and creating  individual player programs to help improve 

players and associations reach their potential. 

 


